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INTRODUCTION

Choriocarcinoma is a highly malignant form of the 
gestational trophoblastic disease (GTD) which is usually 
seen in reproductive‑aged females. Approximately, 50% 
cases are known to occur following molar pregnancy, 25% 
after normal gestation, 24% after spontaneous abortion, 
and 1% after an ectopic pregnancy.[1] Its incidence is 
more common in low socioeconomic strata owing to the 
association of choriocarcinoma with low dietary protein.[2,3] 
Pathologically, the tumor tissue comprises cytotrophoblast 
and syncytiotrophoblast with the lack of chorionic villi.[4] 
The trophoblastic tissue invades the myometrium and the 
patient usually presents with vaginal bleeding. It may also 
present as complete or incomplete abortion, and when 
presenting as complete abortion, the expelled products of 
conception usually have a grape‑like appearance. It is not 

Respiratory symptoms as an initial 
presentation of choriocarcinoma

uncommon for choriocarcinoma to be missed, owing at 
times to small size of the lesion.[5] However, secondaries 
to lungs and brain are common, and the patient might 
present with complaints pertaining to the specific metastatic 
site. Lung is the most common site of metastasis and the 
patients usually presents with respiratory symptoms such 
as breathlessness, cough, and hemoptysis. We report a case 
of young female presenting with respiratory complaints 
where a chest X‑ray done revealed radio‑opaque shadows 
in the lung which were confirmed on fine‑needle aspiration 
cytology (FNAC) to be choriocarcinoma metastasis. 
Written informed consent was taken from the patient. 
Ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) pelvis 
revealed the endomyometrial mass suggestive of GTD. 
Thus, a retrospective diagnosis of choriocarcinoma with 
lung metastasis was made based on imaging, β hCG and 
histopathological confirmation. Since clinician has an 
important role in the initial assessment of patients with 
respiratory complaints, knowledge of such presenting 
features can help in making a timely diagnosis and can 
ultimately lead to a better prognosis.

CASE REPORT

A 28‑year‑female presented in Internal Medicine Department 
with a history of a single episode of hemoptysis associated 
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Chronic dyspnea, chest pain, cough, and hemoptysis for more than 2 weeks often indicate a diagnosis of infective etiology of the 
respiratory tract in a tropical country. However, in a young reproductive female, these complaints with an episode of hemoptysis may rarely 
be the presenting symptomatology of pulmonary metastasis of choriocarcinoma. A young female of reproductive age group presented 
with hemoptysis, cough, and breathlessness. Chest X‑ray revealed bilateral lower lobe opacities. Fine‑needle aspiration cytology of the 
lung lesions depicted choriocarcinoma metastasis. Ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging revealed endomyometrial mass 
lesion suggestive of invasive gestational trophoblastic disease. β hCG levels were high. Dilatation and curettage and histopathological 
analysis of the mass confirmed the diagnosis of choriocarcinoma. This young female who presented with respiratory complaints was 
finally diagnosed to be a case of choriocarcinoma with lung metastasis. Therefore, choriocarcinoma metastasis must be considered as a 
differential diagnosis in a female of childbearing age presenting with respiratory complaints and hemoptysis.
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with breathlessness and cough since 20 days. The 
patient also had a history of significant weight loss since 
4 months. Chest X‑ray of the patient revealed multiple 
well‑defined rounded opacities of variable sizes in bilateral 
lungs [Figure 1]. FNAC of lung confirmed the diagnosis of 
choriocarcinoma metastasis. Ultrasonography revealed a 
heterogenous mass lesion in the endometrial cavity invading 
into the myometrium. MRI also showed an endomyometrial 
mass showing heterogenous signal intensity and avid 
heterogenous enhancement in postgad images. There 
was loss of endomyometrial interface [Figure 2a and b]. 
Serial β hCG levels of the patient were 23,450 mIU/ml and 
27,490 mIU/ml, 4 days apart indicating a rise. Past history 
of the patient was positive for abortion with the passage of 
grape‑like clusters transvaginally around 5 years back. The 
abortion occurred at 10–12 weeks of gestation. Dilatation 
and curettage was done, and the material was sent for 
histopathological analysis which confirmed the mass lesion 
to be choriocarcinoma [Figure 3]. The patient was put on 
chemotherapy, and complete resolution of the disease was 
achieved.

DISCUSSION

Choriocarcinoma incidence in pregnant female varies 
between 1:13,000 and 1:50,000.[6] In South Asia, its incidence 
is 1/5000 and in North America it is 1/50,000.[7] It usually 
presents with prolonged vaginal bleeding, ovarian cysts 
and bulky uterus with endomyometrial mass.[8] It is a 
highly vascular tumor, and the trophoblastic tissue has a 
high predilection for the blood vessels. Thereby this tumor 
metastasizes very early, most commonly to the lung.[9] In 
descending order of occurrence, metastases are found most 
commonly in the lungs (80%) followed by vagina (30%), 
pelvis (20%), and brain (10%).[10] However, certain reports 
suggest that the metastasis rarely occur in the lungs.[11] 
Liver secondaries are uncommon (10%) and that too are 
reported to be very late in the disease process.[12] Usually, 
the disease metastasizes between 6th and 10th month of 
disease occurrence. Rarely, lung secondaries may be 
the presenting feature of choriocarcinoma. Clinically, 
the patient with pulmonary metastasis presents with 
complaints of chest pain, hemoptysis, and dyspnea. At 
times, the lung secondaries could be incidentally detected 
in an asymptomatic patient.[13] There have been reports of 
choriocarcinoma primarily found in the lung.[14] Literature 
has also illustrated metastatic endobronchial tumor with 
bronchial obstruction and pleural effusion as the clinical 
presentations of choriocarcinoma.[15] The route of metastasis 
being hematogenous, there are three main types of lung 
metastasis of choriocarcinoma based on the radiological 
features.[15,16] In type I (65–95%), well‑defined, nodular 
lesions are seen which are usually 1–10 in number. This 
was the presentation in our case. In type II (5–15%), 

miliary or alveolar pattern with indefinite borders are 
seen, mimicking an inflammatory pathology. In type III, 
pulmonary infarction and hypertension can result from 
pulmonary artery embolization by secondaries. β hCG 
levels are essential in making the diagnosis and most 
commonly shows rise of titers in three consecutively 
analysis.[17] In our case, two serial titers 4 days apart showed 

Figure 1: Chest X-ray showing cannon ball opacities in bilateral lower zones

Figure 3: Histopathology slide of choriocarcinoma depicting malignant 
syncytiotrophoblast and cytotrophoblast cells

Figure 2: (a and b) Postgadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging 
shows heterogenously enhancing trophoblastic tissue of choriocarcinoma 
involving endometrium and invading the myometrium
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a rise in levels. Therefore, in a female in reproductive age 
group, choriocarcinoma metastasis should be considered 
as a differential diagnosis in all chest X‑rays with space 
occupying lesions.[18] It is hereby stressed that such patients 
with abnormal chest X‑ray should be followed with a 
detailed history relating to GTD and serial serum analysis 
for β hCG should be evaluated. This is a simple, noninvasive 
procedure and helps in the early diagnosis and treatment 
which can be life‑saving in most cases. Radiological imaging 
comprising ultrasound and MRI should be subsequently 
done which are crucial in making the correct diagnosis. It 
is imperative to make an early diagnosis of the disease as 
most patients recover with chemotherapy and surgery is 
infrequently required.[8,19]

CONCLUSION

In a young female of reproductive age group presenting with 
respiratory complaints, choriocarcinoma metastasis must be 
considered as a differential diagnosis. A comprehensive 
history and detailed examination in a young female with 
respiratory complaints are pertinent for the early detection 
and management of metastatic choriocarcinoma that 
ultimately determines the disease prognosis.
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